Comparison of bronchial challenge with ultrasonic nebulized distilled water and hypertonic saline in children with mild-to-moderate asthma.
There is still controversy about the most suitable method to measure bronchial hyperresponsiveness in children. In epidemiological surveys, nonisotonic aerosols are being used increasingly for bronchial provocation testing. Our aim was to study the acceptability, safety and correlation between two published bronchial challenge tests. Two standardized protocols--the inhalation of hypertonic saline (HS) and ultrasonically-nebulized distilled water (UNDW)--were performed in 36 children: 19 patients with the clinical diagnosis of mild-to-moderate asthma (7-12 yrs of age), and 17 control subjects (8-18 yrs of age). HS challenge involved stepwise inhalation of 4.5% saline (for 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 8 min), whereas challenge with UNDW was performed as a single step protocol with 10 min inhalation of cold UNDW. Asthma medication was withheld prior to challenge testing. Thirty five subjects completed both challenge tests (one asthmatic patient did not return after UNDW challenge) in random order within a 7 day time interval. For HS a > or = 15% reduction in forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) from baseline was considered a positive response, and for UNDW a > or = 10% decrease. In 13 of the 19 asthmatic patients, but in none of the controls, a positive response was observed for UNDW. Fifteen out of 18 patients and one control subject had a positive response to HS. Twelve out of 18 asthmatic children responded to both challenges, three responded only to HS and three had no response to either challenge. There was a negative correlation between log provocative dose causing a 15% reduction in FEV1 (PD15) after HS and the maximum fall in FEV1 after UNDW (rs = -0.63; p < 0.005). The HS challenge had a lower acceptability than challenge with UNDW due to the unpleasant salty taste of HS. However, this did not inhibit the completion of the tests in any subject. The results of this study suggest a good correlation between response to hypertonic saline and ultrasonically-nebulized distilled water in children with mild-to-moderate asthma. A multiple step protocol might be safer when applied in field studies involving children.